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Abstract This collection of historical accounts provides diverse perspectives on the 
structure and culture of the community of researchers who participate in activities of the 
Australasian Science Education Research Association (ASERA). It describes the 
formation of the Association, and identifies major changes and challenges for the ever 
growing and internationalisation of its membership. 
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Contextualizing historical accounts of ASERA 
 
Stephen M. Ritchie1 
 
The Australasian Science Education Research Association (ASERA) is a community of 
scholars committed to the promotion of science education and science education research 
in all contexts and at all levels of education (see http://www.asera.org.au). The ASERA 
acronym also is used to refer to the annual conference of this professional association, the 
longest surviving educational research association in Australasia (Fensham 2008).  
As shown in this collection of contributions about our brief history, members of 
ASERA come together annually to support each other and rejuvenate the community as 
we report and discuss research that addresses issues that impact on practice locally and 
internationally. I observed an example of this supportive role of ASERA at the last 
annual conference in Brisbane in 2008. During the opening forum, a first-time member 
and graduate student asked: “What good comes out of doing science education research?” 
Pleasingly, Dick White, one of the founding members of ASERA, respectfully made the 
concluding comment of the forum that summarized the key international contributions of 
Australasian science education research in terms of practice, policy and theory that 
addressed the question in a most reassuring manner. This comment was typical of the 
established cultural practice of nurturing new researchers so that they may, in turn, 
contribute positively to the promotion of science education within and beyond our 
community. 
As well as welcoming newcomers into our community we are outward looking 
researchers. Members of ASERA have contributed actively in international forums over 
several decades. Joslin and Styles (2008) noted that Australian researchers have presented 
research more or less continuously since 1953 at the annual meeting of the National 
Association of Research in Science Teaching (NARST), while Fraser (2008) reported that 
Australians outnumbered all other nationalities of the international contingent at the 1995 
                                                        
1 E-mail: s.ritchie@qut.edu.au 
NARST meeting he organized in San Francisco. As Fensham (2008) argued: “Australian 
academics, perhaps because of our small size as a research community (or because of our 
eagerness for travelling overseas), have always worked hard at keeping up with what is 
going on elsewhere” (p. 189). In other words, we have a long tradition of punching above 
our weight2, as noted by Gardner (this issue). This can be demonstrated in another 
tangible way. Three Australians have served as President of NARST; namely, Kenneth 
Tobin, Barry Fraser and David Treagust, as well as several others who have served or 
continue to serve on the major committees within the organization. 
As the second oldest international professional association in science education 
research, it seems fitting that this special issue on the history of ASERA should follow 
that which was devoted to the history of NARST (i.e., Volume 3, Number 1). Like its 
predecessor, this account is multi-voiced and draws on the experiences of a selection of 
researchers who I think represent diverse but overlapping experiences within ASERA. 
Even though I tried to eliminate personal bias by discussing the selection of invited 
contributors with Peter Fensham, the founder of ASERA, I shoulder responsibility for 
these selections and the vagueness of my invitations—apologies to the contributors. 
Before I introduce the contributions I overview my own brief history of participation in 
ASERA to help contextualize my selection of contributors and the place from which I see 
the history of ASERA. 
 
Positioning myself in the history of ASERA 
 
As a science teacher in the late 1970s, I could see a future career of serving in schools for 
relatively short stints of three to five years in distant and unfamiliar towns throughout the 
vast landscape of Queensland. Eventually, I thought I would become a subject master (or 
head of science department as it is now known), deputy principal and then principal as a 
natural career progression. This naive plan changed, unknowingly at first, at three critical 
stages, all linked to ASERA. 
Unaware of the hegemonic status of Monash University for science education research 
I enrolled as an external student in the Master of Applied Science (Science Education) 
program at the Western Australian Institute of Technology (which became Curtin 
University of Technology in 1987) after reading an article about the program by John de 
Laeter and John Dekkers published in the Australian Science Teachers Journal. It looked 
interesting and would keep me connected with new developments in science education as 
I traversed the State throughout my school career, I thought. I did not have a goal to 
become a researcher or academic. I simply wanted to stay current as a science teacher. 
This decision automatically brought me into a community of scholars that included 
academics like John Dekkers, John Malone, Ken Tobin, David Treagust, and Barry 
Fraser, as well as fellow students like Brian Hand, Peter Taylor, John Wallace and Kate 
Scantlebury.  
                                                        
2 This is a boxing metaphor. Amateur boxers fight in weight divisions ranging from light flyweight to super 
heavyweight. Some professional boxers attempt to compete in heavier divisions that attract higher status 
and financial rewards. Those who succeed in fighting above their weight division are particularly prized. In 
this respect, it appears Australians are disproportionately represented in international research forums. 
One of the requirements of the first program at Curtin was to present a paper at a 
national or international conference. For me, I presented my first research paper at the 
1985 ASERA conference hosted by Ken Appleton and John Dekkers (who had taken up 
the appointment of Director of External Studies at Capricornia Institute of Advanced 
Education, now Central Queensland University) in Rockhampton—it was only a five 
hour drive North of the school at which I was Head of Science. Discussing research 
issues and my thesis progress with John Dekkers at a barbeque hosted by John was 
important for me to capture a more personal sense of the dynamics of Curtin. It also 
ameliorated any disappointment I felt when Curtin was not represented by researchers at 
the Rockhampton ASERA—a reputation of “flyovers”3 these researchers had earned by 
avoiding East Coast meetings of ASERA, a trend that changed leading up to the 1990 
conference in Perth and the continuing active participation by David Treagust and Léonie 
Rennie (see also, editorial).  
I met for the first time well-established academics like Dick Gunstone and Cam 
McRobbie at ASERA 1985. To be honest, I couldn’t tell them apart until they were both 
standing together, which caused mild amusement for them and some embarrassment for 
me. I also met John Edwards—who could always be counted on for locating the best 
restaurant in any town that hosted ASERA—with whom I worked at James Cook 
University four years later. I was pleasantly surprised to find that, even at this stage, 
international researchers like Hanna Arzi and Patricia Simmons contributed to ASERA 
conferences. There were some familiar faces too. Warren Beasley and Jim Butler from 
the University of Queensland were there—both active members of ASERA. I had been a 
“research subject” in one of their earlier research projects (reported at ASERA, of 
course), and Warren had taught me as an undergraduate. 
The second phase began slightly earlier than my first ASERA presentation as the 
culminating experience of my phase one transformation. In 1984 I took up a position at 
the University of Queensland as an Honorary Visiting Teacher for one semester. I was 
released from the Department of Education on full pay to work with Dip Ed students 
under the supervision of Jim Butler—Warren Beasley was on sabbatical leave so I 
occupied his office. While I did not ever think of myself as an academic, the seed had 
been planted during my stay at the University. That experience along with the successful 
interactions in my recently established networks during ASERA 1985 prepared me for 
the third phase in my transformation when I began a lecturing position at Brisbane 
College of Advanced Education (BCAE) in 1987 (which became Queensland University 
of Technology in 1990). 
I had negotiated a two-year secondment to BCAE with the Department of Education 
when I accepted my first academic position—suggesting again, I did not accept fully an 
academic identity. Notwithstanding the geographical impediment for Western Australians 
attending ASERA, as an early career researcher, I assumed it was an obligation for other 
lecturers to present their research at ASERA, such was the research focus of the Curtin 
program and my association with researchers at the University of Queensland. So I 
travelled to Wagga Wagga for my next ASERA conference in 1987 where I met Malcolm 
Carr and his colleagues from Waikato, and then to Sydney in 1988, to round off my 
                                                        
3 Due to the geographical isolation of Western Australia, researchers from Curtin typically would attend NARST and AERA meetings 
in the USA rather than present at ASERA conferences on the East Coast of Australia—hence, the derivation of “flyovers”. 
transformation into academia with my tenured appointment to James Cook University 
(JCU) in 1989.  
Strangely, while I present papers at conferences and have been involved in hosting 
two ASERA conferences (i.e., 2002 in Townsville and 2008 in Brisbane with Gillian 
Kidman and Donna King), I don’t really enjoy presenting and listening to paper 
presentations that much. What I do enjoy about conferences are the informal gatherings 
that strengthen existing relationships and establish new networks. Of course, the most 
memorable occasions are those special moments when new ideas for research projects, 
books, or sabbaticals emerge from small group conversations, usually over morning tea 
or pre-dinner drinks. For example, I negotiated my sabbatical to Florida State University 
in 1994 over coffee with Ken Tobin at the 1993 ASERA conference in Lismore, which 
has led to ongoing and fruitful collaborations. ASERA conferences typically afford more 
opportunities of this nature than other international conferences I attend. 
Despite an indifferent disposition to presenting papers, my most enjoyable ASERA 
presentation was in 1991 at Surfers Paradise. Cam McRobbie continued the experiment 
from Perth to convene ASERA at a hotel rather than a university campus. To 
accommodate for more papers than breakout rooms available, Cam had negotiated with 
the hotel staff to convert a suite into a presentation room. The projection screen had been 
positioned at the front of the room where once the bed head rested, and as many as 20 
chairs had been squeezed into the room in lecture mode layout. Either the topic on 
metaphors for teaching science4 was so hot (see Ritchie and Russell 1991), or researchers 
were keen to welcome my grad student who was co-presenting for the first time, the 
“crowd” overflowed. More than double the room capacity was realized, with every 
vantage point occupied. I could not wipe the smile off my face throughout the 
presentation, and the audience erupted in laughter as voices from the ensuite muffled 
through to the room when questions were invited. I have never again experienced such an 
intimate conference presentation. 
Positioned as a Queenslander with well-established links to researchers and Alumni 
from Curtin, I provide a different perspective on ASERA from those more experienced 
Victorians who were responsible for establishing ASERA. However, over the last four to 
five years since my appointment to Queensland University of Technology (QUT) in mid 
2004, I have established a stronger relationship with Peter Fensham who now holds an 
adjunct position at QUT. Like so many other researchers from Monash with whom Peter 
interacted and mentored, my colleagues and I at QUT are lucky to have Peter join us for 
morning tea each day he comes into the office (typically on Mondays and Thursdays) 
when we discuss international developments and our own research projects. While two of 
the contributors in this collection worked with Peter at Monash to establish ASERA, I 
met all at various ASERA conferences along the way in my academic career. They also 
sample various eras in the evolution of the association, career stage, and even 
international constituency of the 2008 ASERA membership. 
 
Introducing the contributors 
 
                                                        
4 Obviously influenced by Tobin’s interpretive classroom research in Australia and the US that focussed on 
teacher metaphors. 
Archival records show that Dick White and Paul Gardner were present at the first 
meeting in May 1970 of what became ASERA (see http://asera.org.au/index.php/history). 
As Fensham (2008) recalled: “I, with the help of three graduate students—Richard White 
(full time student) and young staff members, Lindsay Mackay, and Paul Gardner (staff), 
invited all the interested people we could identify to come to a meeting at Monash” (p. 
187). Dick made substantive contributions to the international literature in science 
education and educational psychology. Even when he became Dean of Education at 
Monash a few years following Peter Fensham’s retirement he continued to contribute to 
ASERA—participating as recently as 2008, well after his retirement. As well as 
protecting the cultural practices and structures that distinguish ASERA from other 
professional associations passionately, Dick was largely responsible for expanding our 
gaze to welcome participation by and contributions from our Northern Asian colleagues. 
In particular, Dick initiated a scheme to assist our Korean colleagues with the refinement 
of translated texts so that they would be accepted more readily for publication in journals 
like Research in Science Education (RISE), the journal of ASERA. 
Paul Gardner’s seminal research on attitudes to science still attracts citations in the 
science education literature. Paul was the editor of RISE from 1989-1994, a position I 
respected and recently accepted following Cam McRobbie’s retirement. With his careful 
attention to detail, Paul provided a wonderful role model for both Cam and me. During 
his editorship, Paul became more heavily involved in conducting research into the related 
field of technology education, and the relationship between science and technology. 
As shown in the separate but (historically) overlapping accounts by White and 
Gardner, Roger Osborne led a closer association between researchers in New Zealand 
and Australia following his attendance at ASERA in 1977 in Wagga Wagga. While this 
was well before I became interested in ASERA, I did meet Malcolm Carr and his 
colleagues the next time ASERA was hosted in Wagga Wagga in 1987. Writing with 
Alister Jones (now the Dean of Education at Waikato), Malcolm recalls those early years 
when New Zealanders became active members of ASERA. Alister continues the story by 
highlighting more recent contributions to ASERA by New Zealand researchers. 
Ken Appleton, who hosted my first ASERA meeting, had close links with the Waikato 
group following his successful sabbatical there in the 1980s. This work inspired his 
research that earned Ken an international reputation in primary science education. In his 
contribution here, Ken highlights the development of a focus on primary science 
education in ASERA. 
Marilyn Fleer added a breathtakingly refreshing dimension to ASERA by focussing on 
learning science in the early years. Following up on the first ASERA presentation related 
to early childhood education by her colleagues from Canberra, Marilyn presented results 
from her doctoral research undertaken at the University of Queensland during the Perth 
ASERA in 1990. Because I was teaching primary science education at JCU in 1990, I 
attended Marilyn’s paper and also was impressed by the accompanying videotapes that 
illustrated the work she had done so brilliantly. I still refer to these “old” tapes when I 
need to illustrate student-centred approaches to teaching science, even with secondary 
Dip Ed students. As Marilyn acknowledges in her contribution, she also was influenced 
by the groundbreaking research emerging from Waikato. 
Although I had met Christine Redman at previous ASERA conferences at which she 
spoke on post-modern methodologies that included hermeneutics and positioning, we 
communicated more frequently during and following the Townsville conference in 2002. 
Christine and Rod Fawns were to host the 2003 ASERA conference in Melbourne, so she 
was keen to hear of the issues I encountered as the host. An innovation that started with 
the 2003 ASERA was the pre-ASERA workshop designed to prepare early career 
researchers and graduate students better for continuing research and starting an academic 
career. Led by Peter Fensham, Dick Gunstone and Dick White, the workshop concept 
continues to be a worthwhile project for ASERA. 
Women play an increasingly important and powerful role in shaping what happens in 
ASERA. For example, since 1996, women have convened or co-convened ASERA on 10 
out of the 13 conferences. Vaille Dawson attended her first conference in 2000 and co-
convened the 2007 Perth conference. I invited Vaille to focus on the contribution of 
women in ASERA, particularly for outsiders who are less aware of the quiet evolution of 
ASERA’s membership and leadership practices therein.  
Apart from hosting the 2002 conference in Townsville, this conference was 
noteworthy for another significant reason. At long last, it appeared that our Asian 
colleagues felt sufficiently included as members of ASERA that many contributed to the 
post-dinner entertainment around the poolside at Jupiters Hotel. Impromptu acts were 
rehearsed and performed. I remember Peter Fensham joining with colleagues from Korea 
and Taiwan in a Tai Chi extravaganza. I’m not sure if Wen-Hua Chang, better known to 
me as Judy, participated in that particular display, but ASERA 2002 was her first ASERA 
conference. In her contribution, Judy traces her involvement in ASERA since 2002, 
identifying issues that still confront our membership today. It is timely for us to consider 
how we might become even more inclusive as we face new challenges ahead. 
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ASERA: Foundation and development 
 
Richard White5 
 
As organizations do, the Australian Science Education Research Association came 
into existence when people perceived a need for it and when conditions were favourable. 
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One aspect of need was the general community wish for effective teaching and quality 
learning of science, which was evident in the great curriculum enterprises of the 1950s 
and 1960s: PSSC, Chem Study, BSCS, ESCS, Harvard Project Physics, Nuffield, and 
ASEP. Another was the need that Australian scholars had for a local outlet for their 
research. The presence of those scholars in Australian universities and colleges was a 
condition that allowed an organization dedicated to research in science education to 
flourish. These scholars, young both in years and in experience of research, were a part of 
the expansion of universities, and their faculties or departments of education, which 
followed economic growth in the 1950s, the post-war baby boom, and immigration, 
which produced large numbers of students in secondary schools and a concomitant 
expansion in the number of science teachers (though never enough to keep up with 
demand). By 1970 a proportion of these science teachers were doing or had recently 
completed a research degree, and had moved to lecturer posts in universities and colleges. 
Their science background meant that they found congenial the notion of quantitative 
experiments, which then were the dominant form of research on teaching and learning. 
Even when there is a need and conditions are favourable, some spark is necessary for 
the flame to erupt. For ASERA, the spark came from Peter Fensham. He invited all the 
science educators he knew about in Australia to come to Monash for two days to give 
brief informal accounts of the research that they had in progress. There were 25 who 
came, plus a visiting Korean. The presence of only one scholar from the longer-
established universities – Melbourne, Sydney, Queensland, Adelaide, Tasmania, Western 
Australia – reveals the state of science education research in Australia at the time. It was 
the newer universities that had room to appoint lecturers in a new field. There were eight 
who were staff or students at Monash, three from the Australian Science Education 
Project, two from the Australian Council for Educational Research, two from teachers’ 
colleges in Melbourne, one from Latrobe University (making a total of 16 who were 
Melbourne based), three from Macquarie University, one from Sydney Teachers’ 
College, one from the University of New South Wales, one from the University of New 
England (a total of six from New South Wales), one from the University of Queensland, 
one from Bedford Park Teachers’ College in South Australia, and one from the Education 
Department in Western Australia. Few, if any, of those who attended could tell of a 
completed study. Most spoke of work they were doing (or had in mind) for a masters or 
doctoral degree. The main outcome of the meeting was agreement to come together 
again, after a year, at Macquarie University to present more formal accounts of research, 
though in the event only 12 of the 26 ever gave a paper at a subsequent ASERA 
conference. 
At the 1971 Macquarie meeting, eleven scholars read papers: Dick Tisher, Terry Field, 
Dick White, Effie Best, Rosita Young, John Rentoul, Colin Power, Gregor Ramsay, 
Lindsay Mackay, Rex Meyer, and David Cohen. Peter Fensham no doubt would have 
done, but he was overseas.  Key decisions were taken. One was to meet annually, as the 
Australian Science Education Research Association. Another was to print the eleven 
papers presented as a collection titled research 1971 (at the 1974 meeting the title of 
collections was changed to Research in Science Education, but the volume numbers still 
ran from number 1 in 1971). Dick Tisher agreed to do the collecting and arrange the 
printing. He had the title of Editor, though as he wrote in the preface to the 1972 volume, 
‘rigorous cutting and editing of manuscripts have not occurred because the Editor 
believed the publication should present an accurate record of the proceedings of the 
annual conference.’ Another decision was that the Association should be as free and 
informal an organization as possible. ASERA would be an open society, which anyone 
could join simply by attending one of the annual conferences. There would be no written 
constitution, and no president or treasurer, though Peter Fensham had the title of 
executive secretary with me as administrative assistant, neither of us with clearly 
specified duties, responsibilities, or powers. After a couple of years these positions 
quietly faded away.  
Other decisions that had important effects on the nature of the Association followed in 
the next few meetings. All business matters were to be settled at the annual conference; 
principally this was to determine where the next conference would be held and who 
would organize it. There would be no keynote speakers, and every presenter would get 
the same time. There would be no special awards. No money would be offered to 
established speakers, but might be given to people making their first-ever research 
presentations. And possibly most important of all, the conferences would be supportive, 
never destructively critical. These characteristics were possible because the number of 
people involved was small – fewer than twenty at the first two or three meetings. 
 In its informality ASERA differed from other research associations that formed 
shortly after it: the Australian Association for Research in Education, which initially was 
an exclusive organization requiring certain qualifications for membership until it became 
more open in 1982; and the Mathematics Education Research Group of Australia, which 
had a written constitution and a slate of office bearers.  
The loose arrangement (one could hardly call it structure) of ASERA served it well 
initially, and may have been crucial to its success. It also had disadvantages, which 
became more apparent as the numbers attending its conferences grew. Since membership 
followed from attending the annual conference, there was no annual membership fee 
other than the conference registration fee. Did this then mean that people who missed a 
meeting, perhaps because they were overseas or for some reason other than diminished 
interest, ceased to be members and should not be sent notices or future registration 
forms? Or if they were to be carried on the list, for how long should this continue? A 
large number of non-attending, and therefore non-paying, ‘members’ would be a drain on 
funds. Presumably some science educators who did not attend ASERA would want a 
copy of RISE; how many copies should be printed? Who should maintain the 
membership list? It was handed on, following each conference, to the scheduled 
organizer of the next conference, which worked well enough while the Association was 
small but was not effective later. Also, with no permanent officers or positions, the 
Association had no address and so no point of contact for other organizations, and 
nobody responsible for publicising it or for selling RISE to libraries – important if 
members were to use RISE for getting their work known. To meet these problems, in 
1977 the Association appointed Jim Butler as Business Manager. 
Informality also produced difficulties with RISE. Each year someone had to collect 
and edit the papers from the annual conference and see them printed and distributed. Dick 
Tisher did this for volumes 1 to 3, but when he moved from the University of Queensland 
to Monash University in 1974, Russell Linke and Leo West, who had organized that 
year’s conference, did the editing. This began a trend, followed for a few years, for the 
conference organizer to be responsible for the editing of the proceedings and for 
distributing the volumes to members. As the numbers of papers presented at the 
conferences grew, however, such temporary editors found it difficult to cope, especially 
if they were relatively junior members of their institutions who could not call on 
secretarial assistance. Therefore in 1982 the Association returned the editorship to Dick 
Tisher, who was succeeded by Paul Gardner in 1989.  
Also there were problems with the management of money. Since membership 
followed from registration at an annual conference, there were no membership dues; and 
as production of RISE was the responsibility of that year’s conference organizer, there 
was no need for central funds. Each year the conference organizer took in registration 
fees, ran the conference, paid the bills, and handed on any money left over to the next 
organizer. Usually each organizer held back small amounts to meet delayed or 
overlooked invoices, so that after a few years there were Association funds in small 
packets all over Australia. Clearly it was preferable to have a single, centrally managed 
fund, so that was established in 1982 with me as the Business Manager while Tisher 
continued as Editor.  
Situating the editorial and business work of the Association at Monash University 
continued until 1995, when Cam McRobbie at the Queensland University of Technology 
assumed responsibility for both. McRobbie oversaw three major changes that marked a 
further shift from informality. One was the separation of RISE from the annual 
conference. Up to 1994, RISE contained only papers that had been presented at the 
annual conference – at first all, but in later years there was selection by an editorial panel. 
Then in 1995 RISE began to accept papers unconnected with the conference, and shifted 
from a single annual volume to four issues a year. The second change, occurring 
somewhat later, was to have Kluwer (which became Springer in 2006) publish and sell 
RISE commercially instead of it all being done from a university office. Keeping 
distribution lists, producing the journal, and mailing it out had become a large task, but an 
even more compelling reason was that publications in RISE did not rate for credit in the 
government formula for university funding. With a commercial publisher they would 
count. The other change was the incorporation of the Association, which had to be done 
before Kluwer/Springer would take over the journal. 
Perhaps more important than changes in management of ASERA or in production of 
the journal are changes that occurred in who attends the conferences. All the participants 
in the first two meetings were from institutions in Australia’s eastern States or South 
Australia. When people from overseas began to attend, nearly always they were in 
Australia for some other purpose. It was not until well into the 1980s that people came to 
Australia just to attend ASERA. The first New Zealand participant was Roger Osborne in 
1977. Then in the 1990s scholars from Japan and Korea made an impact. In 1992 the 
number of articles in the single-volume RISE peaked at 49, including 9 with New 
Zealand authors and 13 with authors from other countries. The New Zealand connection 
led to the 1983 conference being hosted by the University of Waikato, and to the 
association in 1990 changing Australia in its title to Australasian. Another change was in 
the gender of participants. All who were at the founding meeting were male, and of the 
82 papers in the first five issues of RISE, only seven had female authors; in 1994 nearly 
half of the authors were female. 
 
Dick White was there when ASERA was founded, gave one of its first papers, was its business manager 
for a long period, and was a regular participant and presenter at its conferences for many years. A former 
science teacher, his research interests aim at improving the quality of teaching and learning. As professor of 
educational psychology at Monash University he formed with its professors of science education, Peter 
Fensham and Dick Gunstone, a partnership that has contributed much to educational research and practice.  
 
 
Selective memories of ASERA and RISE  
 
Paul Gardner6 
 
Professor Donald Metcalf, one of Australia’s most prominent medical researchers, was 
recently interviewed and asked about his life story.  Despite telling the interviewer that 
his memory of events that had occurred half a century before was rather hazy, he 
proceeded to provide an extraordinarily detailed and interesting account of his life and his 
professional achievements. When at the end of the long interview, Metcalf was 
complimented on his powers of recall, he replied, “Selective memory is a wonderful 
thing.”  
 I am no Metcalf.  I am occasionally astonished when friends and colleagues can 
remember in some detail events in their lives that took place decades earlier.  In 1991, I 
bought my first laptop and began writing detailed notes of study leave travels and holiday 
trips. Before that, all I have to jog my memory about the Australasian Science Education 
Research Association (ASERA) and its publication, Research in Science Education 
(RISE), is a collection of pocket diaries.  Well, not quite all.  I also have a near complete 
collection of RISE spanning the 24 years of my involvement in the association. 
My 1970 diary records that on Wednesday and Thursday May 27 and 28 I attended a 
meeting of science education researchers, held at Monash University, which attracted 
participation from colleagues in three other states.  Two researchers are mentioned by 
name in my diary. One was David Cohen, from Sydney’s Macquarie University. I knew 
him in Melbourne before he moved to Sydney and there was a much earlier connection.  
As a young science teacher, he had taught science at Lloyd St Central School to Helen, 
my wife-to-be, who was 11 years old at the time.  Helen credits David with triggering her 
interest in science, and she went on to specialise in science in senior high school and then 
enrol in a B.Sc. at The University of Melbourne, where I first met her. 
The second researcher was Greg Ramsey, the head of the Australian Science 
Education Project.  My diary records that on the Thursday we discussed the possibility of 
replicating my research on non-technical science vocabulary which I had recently carried 
out in the Territory of Papua New Guinea.  That initial discussion led to the Words in 
Science Project, published by ASEP two years later.  It is hardly a profound observation 
to note that conferences are important places for professional networking.  The event was 
certainly significant for me at that early stage of my academic career, and arguably was 
the first research project to be sparked off by ASERA.  
School science curricula underwent substantial change in the 1960s.  The rather dull 
textbooks from which I had learned physics as a high school student in the 1950s had 
been replaced a decade later by much more stimulating material.  A year before it was 
officially introduced into the Victorian physics curriculum, I was using the American 
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PSSC text (and some of its associated experiments) with my physics class at Dandenong 
High School.   
The Commonwealth Government in the 1960s became involved in providing science 
education resources to secondary schools.  A program of building and equipping science 
laboratories in the mid 1960s was followed a few years later by an initial foray into 
curriculum development, with the funding of the Australian Science Education Project, 
aimed at the junior high school years. 
The Australian Council for Educational Research became engaged in the 1960s in 
major test development projects in science (and other subjects).  Some were aimed at 
allocating federal government funded scholarships to secondary students; others focussed 
on providing teachers with diagnostic tests to help uncover student misunderstandings.  
Multiple-choice tests began to be introduced in an attempt to improve the reliability and 
validity of examinations.  (I had specialised in educational measurement in my post-
graduate studies at The University of Melbourne in the early 1960s, and was personally 
involved in several of these projects.)  All of these developments contributed to a climate 
conducive to the growth of educational research. 
I had been appointed to the faculty as a lecturer a few months before Peter Fensham 
took up his professorial position at Monash (see White this issue and Gunstone this 
issue).  My sole teaching responsibility at the time was to take the evening course in 
Principles of Teaching in the Dip.Ed. program, a general subject offered to teachers of 
various academic backgrounds.  However, my personal interests were strongly grounded 
in science education, having taught physics and general science (and occasionally 
chemistry and mathematics) for six years in the state’s high schools in the early 1960s. 
Although I can rightly claim to be a founding member of ASERA, I was not actively 
involved in its organization at that time.  In 1970, I was completing a master’s thesis (on 
concept learning) and at the same time completing my New Guinea science words 
project.  The second ASERA meeting took place at Macquarie University in May 1971.  I 
didn’t go to this meeting and my active personal engagement with the association began 
at the third conference, held in Melbourne in 1972. Again there were eleven contributors 
to the publication; this time, I was one of them, with a paper that summarised the findings 
of my ASEP-sponsored replication in Victoria of the earlier Papua-New Guinea work on 
non-technical vocabulary in science.  The eleven papers were grouped into themes, four 
of them relating to research associated with the Australian Science Education Project 
(ASEP).  Mine was placed in a separate group, but it could just as easily have been 
grouped with the other four: after all, ASEP had sponsored the research (and would later 
publish the full report of my findings and use the results in monitoring the vocabulary 
content of their instructional materials). 
During the 1970s and 1980s, ASERA and its journal grew and grew, in several 
directions.  It grew in conference attendance.  ASERA grew in the numbers of papers 
published each year, from 11 in 1971 to 34 in 1988.  ASERA grew in professional 
standing, from one editor (perhaps asking his colleagues for informal advice) in 1971, to 
a general editor and one or two co-editors from 1974 and then to the establishment of an 
editorial board of four people in 1977.  ASERA grew as a result of the Dawkins7 
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initiatives, which transformed colleges of advanced education and teachers’ colleges by 
amalgamating them with the university sector.  The new status of these institutions 
encouraged a wider range of academics to engage in research and publish their work.  
ASERA also grew in geographic range. The first six conferences were held in state 
capitals, the next two in provincial cities. By 1981, an ASERA conference had been held 
in every Australian state.   
Our preference for comfortable accommodation also grew as ASERA (and we!) 
advanced from youth to middle age.  I remember the first time ASERA left the mainland 
and we stayed in near-freezing student quarters at the University of Tasmania in the 
winter of 1981.  Our next Tasmanian conference 13 years later was held in a pleasant 
mid-city hotel. 
The informality of ASERA (as noted by White this issue) was reflected in the after-
dinner speeches, at which the tradition was to roast a prominent colleague.  A series of 
cartoons in the style of the children’s book, Where’s Wally?, was called Where’s Peter?, 
presenting various episodes in the life of ASERA’s founder.  On another occasion, a 
theologically confused gentleman wearing a bishop’s mitre and a rabbinical beard offered 
a brief history of ASERA in the style of the Book of Genesis. 
I attended most (but not all) of the conferences in the 1970s and 1980s.  I presented a 
number of papers.  The topics provide a snapshot of my changing research interests 
during those two decades: attitudes to science, non-technical vocabulary, logical 
connectives, the relationship between science and technology.  At the 1981 conference in 
Hobart, I became a member of the RISE editorial board. 
ASERA began to take up a much larger share of my professional life following the 
1989 conference.  Dick Tisher had been editor for six years and had done the initial work 
in compiling the RISE issue for that year, but then left Monash to become the head of the 
Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Board.  I was asked to become acting editor and 
complete the task.  At the next conference in Perth – my first visit to that city since young 
adult days – I was appointed Editor, a position I held until 1994.   
If the 1971 paper-bound was Phase 1, and the 1972-88 red-bound was Phase 2, then 
the 1989-94 issues can be regarded as the next stage, Phase 3.  As a result of discussions 
at the Perth conference, we made significant changes in the way the publication was 
produced.  The most important substantive change was the decision to have every 
submitted paper reviewed by two independent referees.  The 1990 issue lists a Review 
Panel of 36 academics, not necessarily all associated with ASERA.  That issue contained 
a then record number of papers (35) and pages (352), eclipsed two years later when 48 
papers spanned 419 pages.  Modern computer technology was beginning to influence the 
production of the publication.  For the first time, the journal was produced entirely from 
floppy discs supplied by the authors.  This shortened considerably the time interval 
between the conference and the publication date. By the time my period of editorship 
ended, the Review Panel had grown to more than 90 colleagues. 
Clearly the history of ASERA and RISE is a success story.  Its success can be 
measured in many ways.  The early papers were written by established academics, 
usually individually.  Later journals contain jointly authored papers, sometimes by 
supervisors and their post-graduate students, sometimes by groups of academic staff.  
Practising teachers began to conduct classroom-based research and present papers.  I am 
sure that the opportunities and encouragement given to novice researchers significantly 
contributed to their professional development and advancement.  A great strength of the 
association was its eclectic nature.  There was no rigid ideological position about what 
kind of research could be published.  Quantitative research, qualitative research, 
historical studies, philosophical essays, could all find their place in RISE. 
Co-operation among ASERA colleagues in various parts of Australia sometimes led to 
collaborative writing to produce books in fields of common interest.  In my own case, I 
remember Elizabeth Hegarty-Hazel from the University of New South Wales convening 
a meeting at an ASERA conference to invite participants to contribute to an anthology 
that appeared (six years later!) as The Student Laboratory and the Science Curriculum.   
Most of all, there can be little doubt that the work of those academics who founded 
ASERA and nurtured its growth helped to establish Australia as a nation where serious 
research in the field of science education was being carried out.  I recall a few years ago 
listening to a federal public servant, in a talk on international politics, describe Australia 
as a country that was “punching above its weight.”  I consider that a similar evaluation 
can be made of its contribution to science education research. 
My term as Editor ended after the publication of the 1994 Hobart conference papers, 
and my final attendance at an ASERA conference was in Bendigo a year later.  I was 
away overseas for the next two conferences, and by 1998 my teaching, research and 
university administration responsibilities had changed and I was no longer active as a 
science education researcher.  
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first reader in 1975.  Prior to his retirement in 2002, he served for three years as the convener of the 
steering committee of the university’s Research Graduate School.  Beyond the university, he was active in 
promoting human rights, opposing racism and fostering interfaith relations, which led to his appointment as 
a Member of the Order of Australia (AM) in the 2008 Australia Day Honours List. 
 
 
ASERA and the University of Waikato research 
 
Malcolm Carr8 and Alister Jones9  
 
This section is written Malcolm Carr and Alister Jones who were introduced to 
ASERA through their involvement in science education in the early 1980s at The 
University of Waikato. To assist in following this contribution we provide some 
acronyms and background information pertaining to science, mathematics and 
technology education research at the University of Waikato. SERU (Science Education 
Research Unit) and SMER Centre (Centre for Science and Mathematics Education 
Research). SERU was established in 1980 by the University Council to facilitate and 
encourage science (and some mathematics) education research, formally recognising 
an activity that had been developing over the previous ten years.  Roger Osborne, who 
had been a key figure in this research, was appointed Director.  SERU was committed 
to developing strong links between science education researchers and practising 
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science teachers, and to facilitate and maintain links with researchers in the same field 
in other countries. The SMER Centre was established in 1985 as a further development 
of this activity, and it is now the Centre for Science and Technology Education 
Research.  The Centre had the same focus activities, but a more autonomous status 
within the University. The three Directors of the centre were Malcolm Carr (1985-
1993), Beverley Bell (1993-1997), and Alister Jones (1997-2004). 
 
The connection to ASERA 
 
Roger Osborne first attended ASERA in 1977, at Wagga Wagga. He saw the 
conference as an important opportunity for Waikato researchers to meet with other 
researchers, and to contribute to the debates about issues we were exploring at 
Waikato. The annual conferences came to have a strong Waikato presence, encouraged 
by some funding assistance to SERU members. Such was the importance of the New 
Zealand connection that the conference came to Hamilton in 1983 and again in 1992. 
The Hamilton conferences were extremely valuable meetings when the Waikato work 
was showcased, and a number of new faces from New Zealand joined the community 
of science education researchers.  
 
What was the Waikato research about?  
 
It is no exaggeration to say that the SERU work was claiming worldwide attention as a 
significant contribution to a broad development in science education that is now 
greatly respected, as well as properly scrutinised, for its insights into teaching and 
learning in science classrooms.  The talents of the team of people assembled and the 
powerful consequences of an interactive development of ideas and research projects, 
resulted in many important and frequently cited publications. This research was 
published in the book Learning in Science: the implications of children's science 
edited by Roger Osborne and Peter Freyberg (1985). Some key issues about teaching 
and learning were the importance of learners’ prior ideas; the need to develop teaching 
and learning experiences that engaged with these prior ideas; assisting teachers and 
learners to change their ideas; exploring the nature of learning science; and examining 
the interstices between the teaching and learning of science and the nature of science. 
These issues were central to many presentations and discussions at ASERA 
conferences, where colleagues in Australia and beyond sharpened the critical focus of 
the discourse. Other writers have emphasised the non-hierarchic nature of ASERA, 
with all participants being treated equally, and this feature contributed strongly to the 
value of Waikato participants’ interactions with their international colleagues. 
 
What did ASERA contribute to the Waikato research? 
 
There is much to write about the value of ASERA to the Waikato research. We 
benefited from attendance at the conferences, and very directly from the contacts made 
there that led to substantial visits to Waikato. A short list of important visitors would 
include (alphabetically) Ken Appleton, Hanna Arzi, Peter Fensham, Colin Gauld, John 
Gilbert, Barry Newman, David Symington, and Richard White. Their interactions 
through conversations, research symposia and direct involvement in the various 
research projects was greatly valued. Peter Fensham in those early days discussed 
whether science in schools should be for the elite, or for all. Science for the elite was 
so often de-contextualised universalities of scant relevance to a learner situated in a 
particular culture. As we contributed to curriculum development in New Zealand these 
discussions were of crucial importance. 
1985 was a tragic year for SERU, with the deaths of both Peter Freyberg and Roger 
Osborne.  Roger's death in a motor accident in June was a tragic blow to all who knew 
him and valued his contribution to science education research and to the University 
community. The support of the ASERA group at this time demonstrated how 
important the Australasian community was. Colleagues rallied in support, Beverley 
Bell came on secondment from the Department of Education, and David Symington 
spent a month with us. A number of researchers were completing D. Phil degrees; the 
research projects continued uninterrupted due to strong contributions from Australian 
colleagues. SERU was committed to a series of seminars that December (a 
continuation of previous very successful events). This important gathering was 
attended by, and contributed to by ASERA colleagues. Guy Claxton from Kings 
College, London made his first visit at this event, a collaboration that was to be very 
fruitful over the next 10 years. 
For me (Alister) ASERA was an important reference point. When Roger Osborne 
died Peter Fensham, Dick Gunstone and Dick White played important roles in 
developing my thinking. ASERA provided a unique conference with lack of formality, 
and strong support for emerging researchers. 
 
ASERA from 1992 
 
Recovery from the events of 1985 was gradual, but steady. When we hosted the 
ASERA conference again in 1992 the Waikato group had grown substantially, and a 
number of activities complementary to our interactions with ASERA had occurred. 
There were more than 80 presentations. This was a significant change from the first 
time ASERA was in Hamilton. There were also representatives from more than 8 
countries including science educators from England. ASERA-related visits had 
continued, providing stimulus and a sounding board for new ideas.  
During the 1990s science education research developed in other Universities and 
Colleges of Education in New Zealand and ASERA provided a supportive 
environment for this research. As science education in New Zealand expanded, Bev 
France and Mavis Haigh from the Auckland College of Education (now Faculty of 
Education, University of Auckland) convened the 1999 conference in Rotorua. 
 
ASERA and Technology in New Zealand 
 
ASERA presentations had considered aspects of technology within science, such as 
using technological applications to teach science and increasing science engagement 
through technological problem solving. By 1992 technology education was a 
developing area in its own right. ASERA played a key part in developing a research 
culture around technology education, by creating space for this developing area. 
ASERA discussions considered STS approaches, student engagement, defining 
technology and its relationship to science, problem-solving design as a means to teach 
science, through to technology as an area in its own right including student and teacher 
learning, assessment, curriculum and classroom studies. The research approaches that 
had been developed at ASERA in science education came to be applied to technology 
education. Research in technology education therefore started from a sound basis 
around teaching and learning rather than focussing on definitions of technology. These 
discussions were particularly valuable as it was some time before a conference 
specifically related to technology education was established in Australasia.  
 
The continuing involvement with ASERA 
 
As science and technology education at the University of Waikato, and in New 
Zealand has continued to expand, ASERA has provided a key annual conference for 
emerging researchers and graduate students. The supportive culture of ASERA 
continues to provide a sound basis for the exploration of ideas and refining of research 
approaches. New researchers meet in a friendly environment with their more 
experienced colleagues. This has been particularly important for the Waikato Centre’s 
international PhD programmes. PhD students and their accompanying lecturers from 
different countries found ASERA to be a safe but challenging environment for their 
introduction into science education internationally.  
 
Some significant developments. 
 
The writers acknowledge an important shift from a focus on a purely cognitive 
analysis of learning and teaching, to appreciation of the interaction of people, culture, 
place, tools and environment in learning, and learning theory. Roger Osborne’s work 
on constructivism has been enriched by considerations of social interactions, 
particularly social constructivism. In this context, the work of Elizabeth McKinley and 
Pauline Waiti on the Maori science curriculum placed a strong emphasis on cultural 
aspects to inform teaching and learning.  
ASERA returned to Hamilton in 2005, 22 years after the first visit. Judy Moreland 
was the convener. In the intervening years we would argue that science education, and 
technology education, have become robust, mature and sustainable. 
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The Australasian Science Education Research Association from a primary science 
research perspective 
 
Ken Appleton10 
 
In this paper, I tell the story of my association with ASERA, with a particular focus on 
how it was instrumental in the development of research into elementary11 science 
teaching and elementary science teacher education in Australia. I begin my story with a 
synopsis of my own background. 
 
My Background 
 
I am an academic who has had a professional lifelong interest in elementary science and 
elementary science teacher education. It was not always so: at high school I wanted to be 
a secondary science teacher, but study opportunities led me to being a generalist 
elementary teacher in the mid 1960s, so I taught all subjects. But careers change, and 
when an opportunity presented itself in the early 1970s, I became involved in elementary 
science teacher education, then worked in the Curriculum Branch of the state Education 
Department on a new elementary science syllabus, and finally went to the Capricornia 
Institute of Advanced Education12 (CIAE) as a science teacher educator. 
There I was the sole science educator in a regional higher education institution, 
responsible for the science methods courses for about 130 pre-service elementary 
teachers, and within a few years, for inservice science education courses. Professional 
development and contact with other primary science educators was an essential need if I 
were to survive and improve my courses and teaching. ASERA provided an avenue to 
meet this need. 
My appointment to CIAE came just a few years after a major change in the structure 
of tertiary education in Australia. A new breed of institutions was established, generally 
called Colleges of Advanced Education (CAEs), with some minor naming variations (as, 
for example, at CIAE). Traditionally, universities were responsible for educating 
secondary science teachers, and elementary teachers were trained in teachers’ colleges. In 
this new initiative, teachers’ colleges either amalgamated with universities or were 
transformed into CAEs, which had a broad professional education role, offering diplomas 
and bachelor degrees. It was expected that research would largely be conducted in the 
universities and not in CAEs, but a number of CAE academics were not content to just 
teach; some also wanted to conduct research. I was one of these. 
 
My first contact with ASERA 
 
I first attended ASERA in 1975 while working in the Curriculum Branch of the 
Queensland Education Department, Australia. At the conference, amongst the mainly 
secondary science papers, were several on the junior high school curriculum, the 
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12 In the mid 1990s, this became Central Queensland University 
Australian Science Education Project, and two papers on elementary science – enough to 
encourage me to go again. I found the conference presentations interesting, but a bit 
daunting because most papers involved statistical analyses that were a mystery to me. 
While most attendees were from the university sector, there was a number from Colleges 
of Advanced Education. When I began at CIAE in 1977, I had two other reasons for 
attending: I was now enrolled in a higher degree in education, and was the only science 
educator in my institution. At the conference that year there was just one elementary 
science paper, presented by a CAE colleague, David Symington. This began a long 
professional friendship. In the proceedings of the conference published in Research in 
Science Education, the editor, Tony Blake, commented: “It is to be hoped that the 
increased interest in science in the primary curriculum will be supported by a greater 
degree of research activity in the area in the future” (Blake 1977, p. v). I began to think 
about presenting a paper, but it was a few years before that eventuated. 
My early contact with colleagues at the annual conferences also provided a much-
needed avenue for professional development: ideas about science methods course content 
and tutorial activities were shared during informal discussions, and I procured a copy of 
the Australian Science Teacher Education Project book that contained many useful ideas. 
The informal discussions of what I have come to call “show and tell” times provided 
opportunities for critical reflection and feedback from colleagues about my courses. 
 
A change in research focus 
 
The 1979 conference, which I could not attend, marked the beginning of a new shift in 
the papers presented at ASERA: Roger Osborne and John Gilbert outlined the Interview-
about-Instances research strategy used to explore students’ misconceptions in science 
(Osborne and Gilbert 1979). This, together with other misconception research such as 
that by Linke and Venz (1979), led to a gradual revolution in both the research foci and 
research models in science education conducted in Australia and New Zealand. Roger 
Osborne and his project team subsequently led this move toward exploring student 
misconceptions using interpretative techniques in the Learning in Science Project (LISP; 
see, for instance, Osborne, Freyberg, Tasker, and Stead 1981). While the focus of the 
project was on junior high school students, for a more complete picture of science 
learning, they included upper elementary school students in their research into some 
science topics. Each year, Roger and members of his research team presented their 
findings, generating much discussion about misconceptions, their origins, how to 
research them, and critically, their implications for teaching.  
Annual conferences continued to have an increased representation from CAE 
academics, and began to attract international science educators. Reports related to 
elementary science, while limited in number, increased as more CAE-based elementary 
science researchers attended. For instance, at the 1981 conference, there were two 
presenters from the USA, and a quarter of authors were CAE-based, though only an 
eighth of the presentations were related to elementary science. By the 1984 conference, 
just under a third of presentations were elementary-focused. 
 
Research and professional support 
 
During the mid-1980s, with my quasi-experimental statistical research master’s degree 
completed, I began to explore the new research paradigms being reported at ASERA. 
When Roger Osborne commenced a new project, the Learning in Science (Primary) 
Project (Biddulph, Osborne and Freyberg 1983), I spent six months working with him 
and his team on sabbatical. This experience transformed my thinking about research, 
learning science, teaching science, and elementary science teacher education. But just as 
importantly, it was the encouragement and support provided at ASERA that enabled me 
to present reports on the research in which I was involved. Given that I remained the sole 
science educator at my institution (which did not fund or support research), the 
professional support provided by colleagues at ASERA was a lifeline for me. By the late 
1980s, there was a solid group of elementary science educators regularly attending 
ASERA. Most were from the CAE sector and many, like me, had moved from teaching to 
teacher education and were studying for higher degrees. This core group of people, which 
included David Symington, Keith Skamp, Valda Kirkwood, Tim Hardy, and Russell 
Tytler, provided mutual support for each other and new elementary science presenters. 
 
Another change in the tertiary landscape 
 
In 1989, the tertiary landscape changed again. Over time, the supposed distinction 
between universities and CAEs had blurred: many CAEs were offering higher degrees 
and were encouraging their academics to conduct research and publish findings. A 
political decision was made to dissolve the CAE sector: existing CAEs either became 
universities (starting as university colleges under the auspices of an established 
university), or were amalgamated with nearby universities. Academics previously 
employed in the CAE sector were now expected to engage in research, with a heavy 
emphasis on publishing. There was also an expectation that most academics would have a 
doctorate, so many CAE academics, myself included, embarked on doctoral studies. 
Further, a review of science and mathematics teacher education (Speedy, Annice, and 
Fensham 1989) highlighted the difficulties many beginning elementary teachers had with 
science, providing an impetus for restructuring the science component of pre-service 
courses. The CAE structural change took several years to implement, but this, together 
with the fall-out from the review, had a profound effect on the papers presented at 
ASERA. The relatively sudden relocation of a large number of academics from the CAE 
sector into universities meant that there were many more elementary science teacher 
educators who began to engage in research and needed a forum in which to present their 
findings. For instance, at the 1991 conference, close to 40% of presentations were related 
to elementary science or elementary science teacher education. 
 
A new phase in professional support 
 
The annual ASERA conference became an important professional meeting place for the 
newly enlarged group of elementary science teacher educators. Informal discussion and 
networking became more important than many of the formal sessions, and included 
conversations about research as well as courses. These discussions stimulated further 
post-conference meetings and email correspondence. During the early 1990s, government 
policies required Australian universities to measure research productivity, with 
considerable import given to research funding and publications. Urged by their 
institutions to seek research funding in an environment where there was a limited pool of 
money sought by a much larger group of people, the old-CAE academics struggled to 
compete. So they turned to each other for mutual support. Valda Kirkwood initiated an 
informal gathering of elementary science teacher educators a day prior to the 1994 annual 
ASERA meeting in Hobart, Tasmania. This was a deliberate effort to provide an avenue 
for mutual support and for planning of co-operative research and publishing. These 
meetings continued for the next few years but were discontinued as most participants 
established their own research agendas. However, they served an important role in 
helping the participants become established researchers, and contributed to the 
publication of two textbooks and several journal articles over the next few years.  
 
Changing roles 
 
My own personal sense of belonging to the ASERA group of science education 
researchers has changed over the years. In my early years of attendance, I was a novice 
mentored by other experienced researchers, with just a few of us interested in elementary 
science talking together. I came because it was a lifeline for my continued professional 
growth. After several years, I had a strong sense of belonging, and readily engaged in 
mutual support activities with the growing numbers of elementary science researchers. 
Towards the late 1990s, with many of the “founding fathers” of the Association having 
moved on or retired, I became one of those who encouraged and mentored new 
elementary science researchers. This was not a deliberate action where I decided “I will 
now mentor newcomers,” but rather it was a natural personal progression and personal 
adoption of the culture within the organisation. Within my own institution, Central 
Queensland University, I by then coordinated the elementary science methods course 
offered on six campuses to about 600 students, taught by eight part-time tutors. I 
introduced some of these tutors to the Association, encouraged them to attend, and 
engaged in some research projects with them. Other elementary science colleagues who 
had come through the Association at the same time as me were similarly encouraging and 
mentoring new researchers from their institutions and at the annual conferences. In 
summary, my role changed from novice hanger-on, to a committed participant, to a 
mentor of others. 
 
ASERA’s nurturing role 
 
On reflection about my involvement with ASERA over the years, and my own 
development as a researcher, I believe that I would not have progressed as successfully in 
my career without the encouragement and support provided within the Association. This 
support was particularly important for me, since I worked at a regional institution over 
600 km from any other; and apart from my last seven years was the sole full-time science 
educator. Further, as an elementary science researcher in a CAE for the first 12 years of 
my career, the annual conferences were one place where I could share my work and find 
acceptance. This willingness to embrace elementary science and the culture of 
encouragement and support in the Association were particularly valuable.  
The “show and tell” opportunities during annual conferences also provided me with 
necessary feedback about my methods courses, and ideas for further development. For 
instance, at the 1989 conference, I learned of the Primary and Early Childhood Science 
Teacher Education Project at the University of Canberra (Kirkwood, Bearlin and Hardy 
1989). I later visited them and revised my courses in line with many of the principles that 
they had found helped teachers develop confidence and capability in teaching science. 
The Association inducted me into the community of science education researchers. It 
provided a forum where I could learn about research, research reporting, and reviewing 
articles; and where I could engage in professional conversations about science teacher 
education courses. The deliberate policy within the Association to encourage and mentor 
new researchers provided an environment where I could learn and develop similar ways 
of welcoming new researchers. The culture within the Association was based on several 
key ideas established in the early years: the annual conference was a place to share both 
completed research and research in progress, sessions included ample time to present 
findings and to discuss them, there was adequate non-session time for informal 
discussions, critical comment was not public – it was given quietly in private, there were 
no keynote speakers or conference themes, presenters were encouraged to submit their 
papers to the journal, and costs were kept low so those with little or no funding could 
attend. The founders of ASERA have left a lasting legacy. 
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A cultural-historical analysis of the place of early childhood science education 
research within ASERA 
 
Marilyn Fleer13 
 
History in action 
 
Bakhurst (2007) in writing about Vygotsky’s theoretical perspective states “that 
everything in time must be understood in its development” (p. 53).  Where we are now, 
must be conceptualized in relation to where ASERA was in the past. One of the 
challenges facing the field of early childhood science education has been the historically 
limited number of scholars in science education community who have put their 
intellectual efforts into researching this foundational area.  From 1976 through until 1988 
early childhood science education existed, but only within the field of ‘junior primary’ 
education.  In 1984 collaborations between Dorothy Hayes and David Symington (1984, 
1988; 1989) saw the emergence of new and exciting research in the early years of 
primary school.  In the same year Max Walsh and his colleagues (see Walsh, Lynch, 
Jones and Kerrison. 1984) also presented a paper which focused on the ‘infant and the 
primary teacher.’  But most research presented at ASERA and published in RISE was 
directed towards secondary pupils or secondary teachers.  Of those studies directed 
towards primary children or their teachers, most tended to examine children’s learning 
from about age 8 and upward. However, work being undertaken in New Zealand, 
predominantly at the University of Waikato, concentrated upon researching the full 
spectrum of pupils from the beginning to the end of formal schooling.  This meant that 
across a range of science concepts, research was beginning to emerge which investigated 
the thinking of 5 and 6 year old children.   
It was not until 1989 that the term ‘early childhood’ was heard at ASERA. Valda 
Kirkwood, Margaret Bearlin and Tim Hardy (1989) published research that examined 
preschool (and primary) teachers’ experience in science education for the first time in 
RISE.  Since then, we have seen one publication or presentation per year (see Table 1), 
and remarkably in 2003, a themed issued devoted to this area. Interestingly though, the 
emergence of activity in the 1990s was not sustained through the publication profile of 
RISE when the journal opened up to the international community (researchers who had 
not attended the conference could now submit papers to the journal). Proportionally 
fewer papers on early childhood issues are now evident within the journal.  However, a 
greater diversity of early childhood science education scholars are now publishing in the 
journal. 
 
Table 1:  The emergence of early childhood science education research in RISE 
 
Studies which 
include 5 year 
olds 
Napper, 1976; 
Osborne and Gilbert, 1979; Fisher, 1979 
Biddulph and Osborne, 1984; 
Solomon, 1998 
Novak, 2005; Tytler and Peterson, 2005 
Kikas, 2006 
Studies which 
focus 
Hayes and Symington, 1984; Walsh, Lyncg Jones, and Kerrison 
(1984) 
                                                        
13 E-mail: marilyn.fleer@education.monash.edu.au 
specifically on 
the first year of 
school 
Walsh and Lynch, 1985; 
Symington and Hayes, 1987 
Hayes and Symington, 1988 
Hayes and Symington, 1989 
Segal and Cosgrove, 1994 
Tytler, 1993 
Special Issue (Vol 33 Issue 4, December 2003) 1 paper 
Studies which 
specifically 
focus on early 
childhood 
science 
education 
Kirkwood, Bearlin and Hardy, 1989 
Bearlin, 1990; Hardy, Bearlin and Kirkwood, 1990 
Coulson, 1991; Fleer, 1991; Fleer and Beasley, 1991; 
Appleton, 1992; Coulson, 1992; Fleer, 1992;Jordan, 1992 
Fleer and Hardy, 1993; Segal and Cosgrove, 1993; 
Fleer and Hardy, 1994; Fleer, Sukroo and Faucett, 1994 
Tytler, 1992; 
Fleer, 1996 
Fleer, 1997 
Hadzigeorgiou, 2002 
Special Issue (vol 33 Issue 4, December 2003) 6 paper 
Robbins, 2005 
Kallery and Psillos, 2004 
Christidou and Hatzinikita, 2006 
Ravanis, Koliopoulos and Bolilevin, 2008 
 
A profile of early childhood science education researchers 
 
So why have there been such a small number of studies directed to early childhood 
science education?  To answer this question, it is important to understand the broader 
cultural-historical context in which the science education community has been embedded 
since the first ASERA conference in 1970.  Internationally, science education research 
had traditionally used quantitative techniques, with a heavy reliance upon surveys.  This 
approach was difficult to use with children younger than eight years because of the 
children’s emerging reading and writing competence.  In addition, researchers in science 
education were more likely to have originally trained as secondary teachers. Graduate 
diplomas in secondary teaching were the norm after completing a Bachelor of Science.  
This contrasts with the four year teaching degrees that early childhood teachers 
undertake, where it is unlikely that they will have post-secondary science studies.  
Interacting with very young children in research is significantly different from working 
with much older secondary pupils. Most researchers who attended ASERA and published 
in RISE were more likely to have a secondary school background, and hence would be 
more comfortable with researching older rather than younger pupils.  This explains why 
more secondary focused science education research would have emerged.  But how then 
was it possible for early childhood research to begin to appear in 1989? 
Scholars who attended ASERA during the 1970s and until the mid 1980s were looking 
to make their research outcomes more meaningful – that is, they wanted to change 
practice, to improve science teaching and children’s learning.  The groundbreaking work 
of Roger Osborne (see Biddulph and Osborne 1984) and his colleagues in New Zealand 
provided a new focus for research.  That is, they started to examine children’s thinking in 
relation to science concepts, and how thinking changes as children grow older.  This type 
of research was very interesting to early childhood educators with a strong grounding in 
developmental psychology. This no doubt attracted scholars from the field of early 
childhood education to ASERA. At the same time, Peter Fensham and Dick White were 
problematising the traditional approaches to research in science education, and arguing 
for new and different techniques for undertaking research in science education.  In 1988, 
they presented a paper at the annual conference of the Australian Association for 
Research in Education (AARE) where they claimed that if science education researchers 
wanted to make a difference to practice, then they had to change their research tools and 
go beyond quantitative approaches.  They suggested that a decade of research had made 
no difference to the science practice of teachers.  These giants in science education 
research (i.e., Osborne, Fensham, White), through thinking differently about what might 
be possible in science education research, paved the way for researchers in early 
childhood education to feel conceptually safe to engage with ASERA. Their leadership in 
problematising research within ASERA allowed other ways of thinking and researching 
to emerge.  This conceptual leap was most significant and for early childhood researchers 
this was a real opportunity for advancing research – as new and different techniques and 
approaches were needed to investigate such young children’s thinking. As Vygotsky 
1997) argued “it is easier to assimilate a thousand new facts in any field than to assimilate 
a new point of view of a few already known facts” (p. 1).   
Through the practice of looking for new and different ways to research science 
education, the leaders within ASERA removed any notion of an intellectual gatekeeper or 
methodological police officer.  A theoretically and methodologically supportive context 
created an environment conducive for the presentation of research by early childhood 
scholars.  At the time, my previous research in Indigenous communities had taught me to 
critique carefully mainstream psychologically framed research and to look for methods 
which connected better with the research participants.  My mind was primed for receiving 
the richness of thinking that ASERA participants provided. Active mentoring of new 
scholars dominated the ASERA culture, and early career researchers were supported.  In 
this context, researchers such as Valda Kirkwood, began to take an active interest in early 
childhood science education, and through her mentoring of new and early career 
researchers, she was instrumental in seeing the emergence of this new research field at 
ASERA. 
 
Conceptual trajectories 
 
In the early periods of ASERA, the conceptual progression in early childhood science 
education was strongly influenced by the scholars from both the University of Waikato 
and Monash University.  At that time, researchers at these institutions were leading the 
global community in science education research and their impact was felt in relation to 
the kinds of research questions that were emerging, the methods adopted and tested, and 
in the theoretical drivers (i.e., methodologies) framing these activities.  Teacher 
knowledge of science was and continues to be a strong theme in research, particularly for 
early childhood teachers (see Appleton 1992; Garbett 2003).  Longstanding scholars such 
as Ken Appleton, Keith Skamp and Dawn Garbett have worked actively in this area 
generating new insights for the science education community. The earlier work of 
Beverley Bell and Valda Kirkwood into conceptual change at both the tertiary level and 
through professional development, have now become institutionalized in practice across 
many teacher education programs (see Hardy, Bearlin and Kirkwood 1990).  In line with 
these developments, the early childhood profession has proffered from this research 
activity, and early childhood science education has been taken seriously within the field 
(e.g., Fleer and Robbins 2003).   
The most influential theme within ASERA has been research into conceptual change.  
This research area has also shaped the field of early childhood science education 
research.  Scholars have added to this pool of knowledge over time, generating data and 
findings on what very young children think about particular topics.  As researchers have 
moved from ‘finding out what children think’ to researching the many ways that 
conceptual change can take place through pedagogy, the field of early childhood 
education research has diverged from mainstream research at ASERA.  These 
divergences and changes in themes are most notable in the titles of the papers given (see 
reference list). This is due in part to the fact that the pedagogies that have been created 
for changing children’s thinking have not been suitable for preschool aged children. With 
the focus on free play within limited formal structures, and children’s emerging oral 
literacy competence, many of the longstanding approaches, such as interactive teaching 
or argumentation, have been shown to be difficult to use within mainstream preschools.  
As a consequence, many early childhood scholars have moved from the dominant 
constructivist inspired studies into pedagogy, and have looked for other theoretical 
approaches to inform and build research and pedagogy for early childhood science 
education.  It is worth noting that some scholars are exceptions to this trend at ASERA. 
Due in part to working ‘beyond mainstream’ approaches and adopting more cultural-
historically inspired theory to guide their research (e.g., Beverley Jane). 
  
ASERA as a sustainable community of research practice 
 
The founders of ASERA created an important organizational unit. ASERA provides 
infrastructure of an annual conference and highly ranked international journal (see 
Ritchie this issue), which have both grown in quantity and quality over time.  Access to 
research papers directly relevant to early childhood science through RISE has made 
learning more targeted and meaningful for undergraduates and the growing number of 
postgraduate students who investigate this area (see Redman, this issue). ASERA has 
generated a research community that is now self-sustaining. It is within this scholarly and 
supportive community that I, and many of my contemporary colleagues, became 
researchers.  As an academic new to university life in 1988, I was fortunate enough to 
have been the beneficiary of the mentoring provided vicariously through one of the 
‘graduates of the Waikato group’; namely, Valda Kirkwood.  I attended my first ASERA 
conference in 1989 and was overwhelmed by the support, encouragement and keen 
interest given to ‘new academics.’  This had surprised me.  I had read the works of the 
many famous scholars who attended this conference, and was excited at the prospect of 
seeing them present. I had not expected that these experienced scholars would be so 
generous with their time and would show genuine interest in my research and the 
research of other early career researchers like myself. It was at this time that I came to 
meet other colleagues, who like me, were beginning their academic journey. Thus, 
ASERA has acted as a ‘meeting place’ for connecting people together, and generating an 
immediate and important Australasian network.  Without ASERA, research activity 
within early childhood science education would have been much more difficult, and 
slower to congeal into what it has now become. ASERA has continued to provide 
researchers from all walks of scientific life with a conceptual home to test out their ideas 
and to grow their scholarship.  ASERA continues to live on, even though many of its 
founders have retired.  The legacy left, will continue to support our profession into the 
future as the “not yet known” become members and leaders within ASERA. 
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ASERA’s role in ‘becoming’ a science education researcher. 
 
Christine Redman14 
 
Introduction to the theoretical framework 
 
ASERA members belong to a community of practice (e.g., Chaiklin and Lave 1993). 
Members contribute to the ASERA community from their own range of possibilities. 
What follows here is a theoretical framework to understand better how ASERA members 
actively contribute to the development of young PhD researchers. This is my journey, and 
the significant events and people I encountered on the way to becoming an ASERA 
member. 
Many communities of practice were traversed on the way to becoming a science 
education researcher, and each had a set of socially reified practices that are both overt 
and tacit and embedded into the public and private knowledge. Some practices may 
remain unknown until encountered, becoming evident to the newcomer when needed. 
Many communities of practice are encountered before the PhD journey begins and so an 
extensive set of discursive practices already exists. 
The social cultural practices of an established ‘community of practice’ are 
progressively revealed to those engaged in the practices. A member’s understanding of 
these practices can be relative to, and limited by, the degree of their active engagement. 
The degree of involvement of members subsequently impacts on the perceptions formed 
about a community. This shapes the architecture of participation, a complex structure, 
altering constantly, while enmeshed in, and relative to, the communities’ social, cultural 
and historical practices. Practices are socially situated, fluid and dynamic and limited to 
and enabled by the collective and are not separated from values and feelings (Lave 1993).  
Participation in the communities’ practices changes with a member’s increasing 
familiarity with the actions, conversations and views of the group. Initially a person 
constantly calibrates his or her15 actions hermeneutically, through her perceptions and 
knowledge of past events. Group membership becomes less perceptually demanding as 
the social cultural practices of a group become tacit and then the space becomes 
progressively more cognitive and comfortable to inhabit. Active membership of a 
community of practice provides a sense of belonging that contributes to identity 
formation, in relation to the community of practice (Wenger 1998). 
Active participation in a group’s practices develops awareness of both the individual’s 
and a group’s ‘rights and duties’ (Harré and van Langenhøve 1999). Rights and duties 
                                                        
14 E-mail: redmanc@unimelb.edu.au 
15 Hereafter I use female pronouns to avoid cumbersome constructions such as his or her. 
can be both explicit and implicit and ‘assumed and ascribed’ (Harré 2002) as well as 
rejected and contested (Harré and van Langenhøve 1999). Explicit rights and duties are 
documented in policies while the implicit are likely to be identified in a group’s habitus. 
Tensions arise where the actual daily practices merge with the social reified practices, 
when a contrast exists between what ‘we say we do’ in our public spaces with what ‘we 
actually do’ in the private spaces.  
 
Who am I in this moment and space? 
 
I joined ASERA because I was in the process of becoming a science education 
researcher. Individuals, active in a community, enact their identity. Individuals have a 
personal identity, a collective identity and a social identity and in conversation they offer 
a narrated identity that develops and/or transforms their professional identity. Individuals 
act interpretatively to make phenomenological hermeneutic choices that are mediated by 
their understandings of the moment and are often in the process of ‘becoming’ (Wenger 
1998). I joined ASERA with a particular area of interest and this contributed to my 
identity. 
A focus on the critical moments may better indicate the relation between personal 
identify formation and membership of a community of practice. In the critical moments 
of ‘what it is like to be the person,’ in ‘this place,’ in this ‘community of practice,’ at ‘this 
moment in time’ and ‘with others’ (Benhabib 1992) the identification of the experiences 
that strongly influence people may be possible. People’s ‘doings and sayings’ illuminate 
and contribute to interpretations of critical experiences and elucidate us about an 
individual’s assumed position. People with similar interests, even if they differ, can be 
recognised as positioning ASERA’s participants. 
I have been heavily influenced by Positioning Theory as both a philosophical and 
theoretical approach to researching and understanding the place of people in their social 
and cultural lived spaces. It has been important to me to make sense of the dynamic 
moments of people’s real experiences. Positioning Theory emerged from the social 
constructivist perspective and in particular developed from the work of Austin (1959) to 
assist in understanding the origins and implications of peoples’ ‘doings and sayings.’  
Positioning is experienced by people constantly (Harré and van Langenhøve 1999) and 
is both dynamic and complex. Harré has developed Positioning Theory assists an 
understanding of personal identity formation in relation to the social local moral order 
(Harré and van Langenhøve 1999) and the institutional site practices (Schatzki 2002) of a 
community of practice. A group mediates its meanings and goals through discursive 
practices, and these practices moment by moment, sustain, or not, the group. Positioning 
supports a focus on the relation between perceptions, feelings and actions. ASERA 
members articulate their views and share opinions, not without interest and passion. 
Community practices are influenced and shaped by an individual’s hermeneutics. In 
turn, the community is sustained in and through the individual cultural, social and 
historical accounts. As I attend sessions and listen to lunchtime conversations at ASERA 
conferences, I understand better the feelings behind the statements, and the commitments 
being made to understand science learning and teaching. These interpretations become 
evident in ‘words and actions’ of ASERA members and highlight what is valued, reified 
or rejected by this community. Significant too is the ‘feltness’ of the individuals (Sullivan 
and McCarthy 2005). Feltness (McCarthy and Wright 2005) refers to the human socio-
psychological aspect of experiences. Feltness in a community of practice accounts for 
people’s willingness to commit to the community and accept participatory membership.  
 
Becoming a doctoral student at The University of Melbourne 
 
My first encounter as a classroom teacher was in a school that was well resourced with 
the natural world. My first class was a Prep and Grade one class and I ‘knew’ that I 
should focus on literacy and numeracy. I also knew that the literacy materials we used 
were not connected to the world of these children. I brought the real world in and we 
were outside often. I started each day with a ‘science experience’ as this proved to be 
highly engaging. It was the time when the children enthusiastically contributed to 
discussions. They were keen to share their knowledge, experiences and awareness of the 
everyday world and this generated a reason for them to speak, write, read and listen.  
I attended the Science Teacher’s Association of Victoria’s state conference because 
science made the most difference to the children’s participation in class. Science 
connected children to learning opportunities in personal, exciting and empowering ways. 
The most effective teaching events occurred in science experiences. I enjoyed the 
conference and being with ‘others’ who passionately shared their ideas. I felt I had joined 
a group of like-minded people.  
I began a new degree, a master’s degree, by thesis, as I wanted to understand the place 
of science in the primary school curriculum. In a regional audit I had been surprised at 
how little science was being provided as a learning experience. So what was important to 
teachers and where and why were they putting their efforts? I had two supervisors, 
Richard Trembath and Richard Gunstone, who collegiately guided the development of 
the methodology and approach to the analysis with a sense of genuine interest. I now 
encountered Peter Fensham and Jeff Northfield who both invested time and energy into 
this research. I communicated with these ‘others’ who had a deep passion and knowledge 
about science education and a willingness and ability to communicate their ideas most 
influentially. 
In 2000 I became a PhD student at The University of Melbourne where support for 
post-graduates was exemplary. I joined a new group. My supervisor, Rod Fawns, guided 
my reading and we met regularly. He was deeply interested. He saw all his research 
students regularly and was never too busy, or never claimed to be! Rod demonstrated an 
active commitment to the research question and the field of literature surrounding the 
question and the methodology. The bar was raised and he never failed to guide the pursuit 
of the answers. Rod was a scholarly supervisor with a deep passion for understanding 
science education and what makes science education more relevant and effective. 
Rod ran a group aptly named the ‘ginger group’16 to make clear they dealt with critical 
and challenging research issues. Members were at all different stages of the research 
journey and the group had a long and successful completion history. People discussed 
their research progress and deliberated with ‘others.’ The group had a language, a 
research language of terms unknown to the classroom teacher, a language that I learnt 
with support from the group. 
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Becoming an ASERA science education researcher  
 
Rod encouraged ginger group members to share their work at conferences. Before 
presenting my first ASERA paper to discuss my research methodology, I rehearsed the 
presentation with the ginger group and collected their feedback. I knew people who 
attended that ASERA conference and recognised the names of many others. I was with 
‘others’ who shared my interests. Finally my turn to present my work arrived. I was 
anxious that the PowerPoint presentation may not work. I asked the technician to stay 
nearby. Just as he left the computer screen shut down. Due to the time constraints I spoke 
‘off the cuff.’ There was no time to set up the overheads created as a potential back up. 
Then it was all over. The preparation and the build up were considerable. The feedback 
was encouraging. ASERA members affirmed aspects they liked, offered suggestions and 
guidance. 
Here was another new community with established ways of ‘doing and saying,’ with 
developed overt and tacit discursive practices well known to the group, and purposefully 
focusing on supporting science education researchers and this was evident in the 
discursive practices of the members.  ASERA members enacted their chosen positions 
and supported their objectives. These were evident in the discursive practices and in the 
match between the actual and socially reified practices. 
ASERA members are positioned in relation to one another and to the association’s 
goals and enacted in their sense of ‘oughtness’ as they perceive their rights and duties 
(Hicks 1996).  The acts and actions of members suggest the potential and possibilities of 
being engaged in this community. My participation over the next few years included 
working with Rod Fawns to organise an ASERA conference in Melbourne. Participation 
with the Melbourne conference provided many opportunities to be further immersed in 
ASERA practices providing a deeper clarity about the functions and goals of this group. 
ASERA has ensured that young PhD researchers are supported. In 2003 I attended the 
ASERA pre-conference workshops for new researchers. These workshops were organised 
and run by Peter Fensham, Dick Gunstone and Dick White, men held in high regard, 
nationally and internationally in the field of science education research. This experience 
provided additional depth and clarity about the research process, and in particular my 
own research. The combination of discursive practices shared and enacted as oughtness 
by ASERA’s members has sustained and maintained this community of practice. This 
pre-conference workshop indicated and enacted the values of ASERA in the highest 
quality way.  
This theoretical review of the characteristic discursive practices, oughtness and 
‘others,’ has been viewed through a series of critical events and people, and hopefully 
helps to elucidate why ASERA has had a long, effective and successful history as a 
science education research group. 
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Women in ASERA: A more recent history 
 
Vaille Dawson17 
 
The title of this section refers to both my association with ASERA and the role of women 
in ASERA’s history. Both are recent. This section traces my journey in science education 
and my interaction with ASERA.  It is a personal journey and is not intended to represent 
all female science educators.  
Firstly, let us look at female participation in ASERA. In the first 25 years of ASERA’s 
history (1970-1995) there was only one female co-convenor, Effie Best, in 1986. After 
Effie Best, it was to be another decade before Marilyn Fleer convened the 1996 
conference. Then came a plethora of female convenors and co-convenors with Yvonne 
Zeegers (1997, South Australia); Bev France and Mavis Haigh (1999, New Zealand); 
Léonie Rennie (2000, Western Australia); Christine Redman (2003, Victoria); Debra 
Panizzon (2004; New South Wales); Judy Moreland (2005, New Zealand); Leah Moore 
(Australian Capital Territory, 2006); Grady Venville and myself (Western Australia, 
2007); and Gillian Kidman and Donna King (Queensland, 2008).  
So, while there was one female convenor in the first 25 years of ASERA between 
1970 and 1995 there have been female co-convenors in 10 of the past 13 years (1996-
2008). What happened to increase female participation so rapidly to this extraordinary 
level? Part of the answer lies in the recent history of Australian society. Between 1970 
and 1995, Australian culture changed irrevocably.  The human rights movement that 
began in the US in the early 1960s reached Australia. In 1967, Aboriginal women (and 
men) were first allowed to vote. In 1969, the Commonwealth Conciliation and 
Arbitration Commission approved equal pay for equal work mainly for teachers and 
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nurses.  This was extended to all workers in 1972. In 1975, the sex discrimination act was 
passed so that women no longer had to resign when they married or became pregnant.  
Contraception became more acceptable and available providing reproductive choices for 
women. Between 1974 and 1988, university education was free leading to increased 
enrolments of females and other underrepresented groups. In the early 1980s the Federal 
government began to fund the construction of government child care centres and to fund 
and regulate family day care and after school care. In the 1990s the child care rebate was 
introduced making child care more affordable for working families.  Women had choices 
beyond having to choose between a family and a career.  Large numbers of women 
entered the workforce. In schools, the prevailing view that science (especially chemistry 
and physics) was for boys and the humanities for girls was critically examined and found 
to have no foundation. All students were encouraged to study maths and science. 
This year, I turned 50, somewhat of an unwelcome milestone, but nevertheless a time 
for reflection. In 1970, when the first ASERA was held, I entered high school in Hobart, 
Tasmania. I was unaware of the tsunami of change sweeping society. I was born in 
Tasmania and spent my primary school years in small mining towns.  I grew up 
surrounded by rocks and geologists. I was encouraged by my primary school teachers to 
read and developed a life-long passion for science fiction. In front of a small black and 
white television I watched with awe Neil Armstrong walk on the moon. At my school, in 
year 7, girls were streamed into the typing group or the French group.  The typing group 
left school at year 10 and while I speak a little French I do wish I could touch type. In 
year 11 (in Townsville, Queensland) I studied Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Biology 
and English and loved the subjects. I began a BSc at the Australian National University 
and after a year transferred to medical technology at the Western Australian Institute of 
Technology in Perth because I wanted to work in laboratories.  
After graduating, I worked in hospital based research laboratories on adult and 
childhood leukaemia and ear infections in indigenous children.  I was employed on soft 
grant money and married with two young children. Career wise, I faced studying for a 
PhD or a graduate diploma in education.  Teaching seemed easier to combine with a 
family.  Thus, two years and another child later I started my first teaching job at an 
independent girls school.  I loved teaching, learning about science and being creative but 
I felt that the 12 month graduate diploma did not really prepare me for teaching. Thus, the 
following year I enrolled in a Master of Science degree in the Science and Mathematics 
Education Centre (SMEC) at Curtin University because it was close to home.  Unaware 
of SMEC’s reputation I studied units taught by John Wallace, Peter Taylor, and Lesley 
Parker. My hospital research experience made me realise how ill equipped people were 
when faced with medical decisions. Thus, began a career-long interest in bioethics 
education.  Co-incidentally, in the last 15 years enormous advances have been made in 
the field of gene technology (e.g., genetic testing, genetically modified foods) that raise 
significant ethical issues. 
A year after completing a Masters degree I began a full time PhD, also at SMEC.  I 
continued to teach 0.4 time and with three primary aged children was a little on the 
periphery of the science education research community. An overseas conference during 
school time or even the school holidays was out of the question. I did attend the 
Australian Science Teachers Conference, CONASTA, because it was held during the 
school holidays, my school assisted financially and my research was classroom based and 
related directly to teachers. There, I met people like Mike Michie and Jim Woolnough 
who talked about ASERA. 
I attended my first ASERA in Perth in 2000 while a full time teacher and was 
immediately welcomed. I realised that I missed the intellectual excitement of research. In 
2001, I worked at Murdoch University as a teacher-in-residence and a year later was 
employed at Edith Cowan University in secondary science education. I have attended 
ASERA since 2000, including co-convening the conference in 2007 in Perth.  Two 
months ago, I commenced work at SMEC so I have come full circle. During my 
involvement with ASERA, the proportion of female participation has been as high as 
males.  Since 2001, the proportion of female attendees has ranged from 43%-54% with an 
average of 48%.  
In the short space of eight years I have been overwhelmed by the friendliness and 
acceptance of ASERA members. I have progressed through the stages of new PhD 
graduate to early career researcher to mid career researcher. It began with advice from the 
likes of Cam McRobbie (while still a teacher he advised me to publish one good paper a 
year) and Keith Skamp (a checklist for academic promotion). I have met many colleagues 
who later became friends and a source of inspiration including Grady Venville, Bev 
France, Penny Gilmer, Leah Moore, Wil Van Rooy and Christine Howitt. In 2008, Grady 
and I ran an Early Career Researcher workshop for the next generation of ASERA 
members.  I have asked Angela Fitzgerald a PhD student at Edith Cowan University who 
attended this workshop for her perspective of women in ASERA. 
I think the portrayal of academics on television and in the movies has a lot to 
answer for.  In the lead up to my first ASERA conference and only 6 months into 
my PhD, it was only those stereotypical images that I could conjure up—male, old, 
inscrutable—and I was very conscious that I was the complete opposite of those 
things – female, young, uncertain.  What was this experience going to be like?  And 
how on earth was I going to fit in?  Already plagued with doubts about my role 
within this new ‘community’ and longing to be back in the classroom, this 
conference and my subsequent feelings about it was potentially the clincher in 
terms of my readiness to continue on this academic journey.   However, within 
moments of arriving at ASERA, the stereotypes that I carried were instantly 
obsolete and, as Vaille experienced, I too felt immediately welcomed.  The support, 
encouragement and feedback that I received about my proposed PhD research and 
being a beginning science education researcher left me feeling rejuvenated and 
hopeful that I did belong. 
Fifteen months on from my first ASERA conference and another one under my 
belt, I recognise these experiences as important milestones in my journey.  From 
interacting with researchers I admire to drawing inspiration from the women who 
perhaps unknowingly are my role models, many of whom Vaille has mentioned, 
these few days each year have provided me with the energy and passion to continue 
researching.  Coupled with shifting priorities and gender barriers further breaking 
down, I think it is an exciting time to be a young woman involved in science 
education research in Australia. 
(Angela Fitzgerald, PhD student in science education) 
Based on the number of female conference convenors since 1996 and the 
percentage of female conference delegates since 2001, it might be concluded that women 
have achieved equity in science education research. However, my perception from 
attending ASERA conferences is that women with PhDs are underrepresented at the 
Associate Professor and Professor levels and overrepresented as non-tenured academics 
and research assistants. This situation has been ameliorated in the last two years as 
several colleagues and I have been promoted to Associate Professor.  I trust that the more 
experienced ASERA members will continue to mentor us. 
 
Vaille Dawson is an Associate Professor in Science Education at the Science and Mathematics Education 
Centre at Curtin University.  Until recently, she coordinated and taught secondary and primary science 
education at Edith Cowan University.  She has taught secondary school science and worked as a medical 
researcher.  Her research interests include bioethics education, argumentation and decision-making, the use 
of ICT by early career science teachers and factors influencing the shortage of quality science and 
mathematics teachers. 
 
 
My adventures at ASERA 
 
Wen-Hua Chang18 
 
My first trip to attend the ASERA conference was in 2002 in Townsville. Chung–Chi 
Chen from the National Kaohsiung Normal University informed me about this 
conference when we both were involved in a cross-national study and visited Curtin 
University in Perth. Although I surprisingly found that there were fewer delegates than 
the Science Education Conference in Taiwan, I enjoyed the conference sessions very 
much because there was only one oral presentation in each session and the session time 
was long enough for the audience to get to hear the research details. I was also impressed 
with and attracted by how the science education researchers participated in the 
presentations. The audience gave many helpful comments and suggestions in a friendly 
manner. The conversation led me to get a sense of the educational context in Australian 
researchers’ eyes. During that time, I was struggling with how to interpret the classroom 
interactions associated with student achievement and motivation in Australian high 
schools. Another joyful experience was matching the faces of Australian and New 
Zealand scholars with the names that I read from books or journal articles. This 
contextualized understanding made me feel more like a member of the global science 
education community. 
During my second trip to ASERA in 2004, I noticed that the A in ASERA stood for 
“Australasian” instead of “Australia.” David Treagust told me, the association had been 
renamed several years earlier to be more inclusive of the science education researchers 
who attended. Among the 83 registrants, about a quarter of them were from Asian 
countries, including six from Taiwan, and even more from Korea and Thailand. Though I 
was sure nobody really knew I was from Taiwan, I felt embarrassed when in the 
introductory session on “Folklore from the sky” Taiwan was identified as one of the 
countries with serious light pollution. I also noticed in several presentations, I was 
familiar with the critical problems and issues the Australian researchers addressed about 
educational reform. The terminologies such as inter-disciplinary curriculum, stages of 
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learning, learning domains, school-based curriculum turned into reality after the new 
Nine-year curriculum was implemented in Taiwan from 2002. I was feeling “knocked on 
the head” when hearing so many different voices and concerns in the sessions. The 
“research community” was then more like a verb than a noun. I was one of the 
contributors but also a transmitter of research findings. 
“Another good place!” I frequently recommended the ASERA conference to my 
colleagues or graduate students since 2004, particularly when I knew many graduate 
programs in universities started to consider having international conference papers as a 
requirement for their Ph.D. candidates. “Nice weather, similar interests in education 
theory and practice, and friendly and helpful conversations.” Sometimes I even shared a 
dream, “although the ASERA conferences are usually hosted by Australia or New 
Zealand universities, but who knows, maybe one day, the conference will be held in Asia, 
for example, in Taiwan.” 
In 2007, my colleagues and I faced another challenge. We conducted a 3-year Block 
project starting from 2006. This project is a joint effort of science education researchers 
from more than ten universities. The National Science Council in Taiwan regulated grand 
projects to set up self-evaluation criteria to monitor their progression. One of the self-
evaluation criteria we set up was to present as a team in an international conference. 
Considering our Curriculum Studies project timeline and budget, attending ASERA 
became our priority option. After we submitted a set of abstracts, the ASERA convenor 
soon replied that he would adjust the program and allocate a 120-minute session for us. In 
the long session, my colleagues and I presented seven papers to introduce our Curriculum 
Studies project, curricular materials products, and findings from enacting the curricular 
materials. The presentations reminded the Australian audience of their past experiences 
of curriculum reform. They encouraged us to keep working toward the direction of 
bridging theory and practice through building cooperation among curriculum developers, 
science educators, and school teachers. They showed their appreciation of the delicate 
working cycles of curriculum development based on theories and evidence. In addition to 
learning from the research and preparation stages and from the audience feedback, we 
also kept developing mutual understandings. 
Since then, each of the sub-projects in the Curriculum Studies project kept growing. It 
was too difficult for us to present as a big team. Therefore, members of each sub-project 
organized their own presentation team and presented in various international conferences. 
We presented a total of 10 papers at the 2008 ASERA conference. Comparing my 
experiences in 2007 with 2008, it was regretful that I did not insist on organizing a single 
team to attend ASERA 2008. Presenting in too many sessions turned out to be a limited 
learning experience for me. I attended only very few sessions presented by other 
researchers, and even in the sessions that interested me, I was so nervous and kept 
thinking of my colleagues or graduate students’ presentations. It was vey difficult for me 
to concentrate and listen to the talks. 
 
Challenges facing presenters at ASERA and interacting with other delegates 
 
Compared with other conferences, the ASERA conference is a friendly place. Because I 
did my doctorate in the US and had presentation experience at international conferences, 
presenting at ASERA was not difficult for me. But this is not necessarily the case for 
junior researchers or graduate students from Taiwan. Most Taiwanese students are used 
to listening to structured lectures and have very few learning opportunities to present and 
defend their personal positions. When they present at international conferences in order 
to fulfil the requirement of their institutions, it is very possible that they are first-time 
presenters. They always spend tons of time and effort to prepare for the presentation in 
English. From my four ASERA trips, I would say they were practiced for the 
presentations. The ratio of Asian immigrants in Australia and New Zealand is increasing. 
The science educators are aware of salient cultural differences. I would say the major 
challenge was from the audience’s unfamiliarity of the research context in different 
countries. This factor hindered communication and required extensive clarification. 
Similar problems occurred when interacting with other delegates during receptions or 
breaks. Many of my colleagues thought they learned much more from preparing for the 
presentations than from presenting their studies at the conference. Two of my colleagues 
compared their experiences at ASERA with ESERA and NARST. They suggested the 
ASERA organizing committee might consider scheduling interactive poster sessions. 
Although the presenters may have to present several times in an interactive poster 
session, they might receive more suggestions from the interactions. 
 
Outcomes from participating at ASERA and future challenges 
 
Most frequently, my colleagues shared with me that they collected comments and 
suggestions at the ASERA conferences and then published their research in journals. In 
addition to these outcomes, it is memorable that the possibilities for founding of the East-
Asian Association for Science Education emerged during the 2002 ASERA in 
Townsville. Huann-Shyang Lin from Taiwan, Masakata Ogawa from Japan, and 
Jinwoong Song from Korea and many other science educators from East Asian countries 
continued the conversations and in 2009 the first biennial EASE will be held in Taipei, 
Taiwan. 
This good news for the East-Asian countries may be one of the challenges ASERA 
will have to face. The Taiwanese graduate students will have more options to choose 
from for them to fulfil the required presentation at an international conference. 
Considering the budget, travelling time, and learning outcomes, it is very reasonable that 
the graduate students and junior researchers may choose a conference in which the issues 
and faces are more familiar to them. 
Examining the name lists of the delegates in the ASERA conference programs, we can 
see that the delegates come from a variety of countries. However, I am surprised that few 
researchers from different countries jointly present papers. Considering that many 
theoretical, methodological, and policy issues are raised by the cross-national educational 
assessments, the ASERA organizing committee may think about how to attract those with 
research interests in cross-national comparisons by organizing symposia or panel 
discussions for the participants to meet and discuss. Many cross-national studies emerge 
from these kinds of opportunities. In the long term, this will also be helpful in developing 
mutual understandings among researchers from different educational contexts, 
broadening the research landscape, and enriching the conference program. 
I enjoyed the four ASERA conferences. My journeys to the ASERA conferences were 
exciting and fruitful. As a member of the ASERA research community, I look forward to 
growing with the Association. 
 
Wen-Hua Chang is associate professor of science education in the Department of Life Science and 
Graduate Institute of Science Education at the National Taiwan Normal University. Her current research 
projects are about science curriculum studies and secondary science teacher education. 
 
 
Considering new challenges for ASERA 
 
Stephen M. Ritchie19 
 
From humble beginnings as an informal meeting of 26 science educators in 1970, 
ASERA has evolved into a larger and formally constituted association, with a record 
number of delegates in 2008 exceeding 170. It is a financially secure organization that 
needs to meet annual auditing requirements, yet it preserves the character and ethos 
established almost four decades ago. In particular, its membership welcomes international 
guests and supports early career researchers. The annual conference structure affords 
ample time for individual presentations, and discussions continue to provide constructive 
feedback for presenters.  
 Research in Science Education (RISE) has undergone similar evolutionary changes. 
From a single volume of conference proceedings, Springer now publishes five issues of 
RISE per year—the articles no longer linked to the ASERA conference. With 
extraordinary distribution into international communities, demand for publication in 
RISE has outpaced the pages available.  
 Unprecedented growth of both conference delegates and publication of articles in 
RISE have created some growing pains that will need to be addressed in the near future. 
While these issues impact on both the conference structure and RISE, they are discussed 
separately. 
 
Challenges for ASERA conference 
 
Along with downsizing of Education Faculties in Australia during the late 1990s and 
more stringent Commonwealth funding of universities generally, it might seem somewhat 
peculiar to observe increasing numbers of delegates attending ASERA conferences 
throughout the first decade of this century. There are two related possible explanations 
for this growth. First, while the number of science education academics might have 
dropped in Australia, there are greater expectations for academics to conduct and report 
research. Second, there has been an upsurge in interest by our Northern Asian colleagues 
(perhaps associated with the increased status and rewards afforded to these scholars by 
their universities) to report research outcomes at international conferences. So, not only 
have the number of delegates grown, but also the international constituency has shifted 
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considerably to such an extent that New Zealand scholars are no longer the second largest 
group. This has led to two challenges that conference convenors have dealt with recently.  
 The first challenge has been the increase in paper proposals for ASERA. While it is 
customary to limit the number of presentations to one paper per first-listed researcher and 
to accept all proposals (other than those that need to be refereed to attend20), the increase 
in number of papers received has meant that in 2008, the number of concurrent sessions 
was increased from five to six and the length of the conference was extended beyond the 
usual two and one half days. Few Australian hotels can accommodate this number of 
breakout rooms at affordable rates, especially if there needs to be a last-minute decision 
to increase the number of concurrent sessions. 
 The second challenge alluded to by Wen-Hua Chang is that increased presentations of 
linked papers from Asian nations (e.g., where teams of doctoral students present 
individual papers on related themes), has meant greater isolation for many of the Asian 
researchers, both new researchers—presenting for the first time—and more experienced 
researchers who supervise these studies. This problem is compounded somewhat by 
actual and perceived language barriers, especially for early career researchers. One partial 
solution might be to encourage more interactive poster paper presentations. This could 
provide greater support for new researchers as well as releasing some pressure on 
programming. Of course, should demand continue to increase, the ASERA membership 
would need to consider extending the program even further or departing from established 
practice by initiating a system of peer review for all paper proposals. 
 Wen-Hua Chang also suggested that ASERA might consider scheduling a conference 
in Asia. This is not the first time I have read such a request. In his guest editorial last 
year, Yew-Jin Lee (2008) asked: “Could some conference venues be rotated to 
occasionally include venues in Asia?” (p. 4). This would indeed be an inclusive gesture 
where trial structures in program scheduling could aim to reduce the perceived separation 
of Asian presenters from the rest of the ASERA program. Perhaps we could consider 
holding a joint conference of ASERA and the East-Asian Association for Science 
Education (EASE) in 2011. This would coincide with the second biennial conference of 
EASE, and we could consider hosting the conference in a country (e.g., Singapore, Hong 
Kong or Japan) with direct flights to Australasian ports.  
 
Challenges for RISE 
 
The international composition of paper submissions to RISE is reflected in the recent 
injection of resources for science education research in countries like Turkey and Taiwan. 
While the first issue of RISE included papers from only Australia, papers are now 
received from authors from 27 countries. To cope with the additional demand on 
publishing in RISE, the number of issues increased to five in 2008, taking the number of 
pages published from 520 to 650. As well, the editorial board has been increased with 
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greater international representation. Despite these changes, demand for publication in 
RISE continues to grow, increasing pressures in several ways. 
 The rejection rate of papers submitted to RISE is currently about 70%. Such a high 
rate of rejection makes it difficult for early career researchers and researchers whose first 
language is not English to get their work published in RISE. Unfortunately, the ASERA 
principle to encourage early career researchers and our Asian colleagues to publish their 
research in RISE has become a casualty of this increased demand. The backlog of 
accepted papers continues to grow, despite increasing the page numbers. Unless more 
pages can be published, the delay in publication will increase or the rejection rate will 
have to rise. 
 As the number of submissions increases, there is a flow on effect to the number of 
manuscripts reviewed by the editorial board. Fortunately some recently retired academics 
are the most active reviewers on the board. Yet, the delays in allocating reviewers for the 
received papers are increasing due to the increase in demand. This could be addressed 
partially by rejecting more papers before they are sent to review, an undesirable but 
inevitable consequence of the bottleneck. Increasing the number of reviewers would help. 
Some success has been achieved already in 2008. The current board members and a host 
of new reviewers who are invited to review have managed an increased workload without 
complaint, for which I am most grateful. It is surprising, however, that some active 
researchers habitually ignore or reject invitations to review manuscripts when they 
themselves have benefitted from the review work of their colleagues. I can only hope that 
invited reviewers, on the whole, will continue to show a generous disposition when they 
receive invitations to review for RISE. 
 Even though ASERA initiated a scheme to assist our Asian colleagues in refining 
translated text for publication in the 1990s, the number of submissions outstrip the 
feasibility of providing any sort of editorial assistance. Regrettably, papers that require 
too much finetuning of English fluency have become another casualty of demand. 
 These challenges are not unique to RISE. RISE is one of four ISI ranked international 
research journals—all of which are experiencing increased demand. New specialist 
journals like Cultural Studies of Science Education (CSSE) offer wonderful opportunities 
for researchers to publish their work. The editorial policy of CSSE is very different from 
RISE. It will be interesting to see if that policy changes as demand soars in the future. 
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